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We show that the deformations of Virasoro and super Virasoro algebra, constructed earlier on
an abstract mathematical background, emerge after Wick rotation, within an exact treatment of
discrete-time free field models on a circle. The deformation parameter is eλ, where λ = τ/ρ is the
ratio of the discrete-time scale τ and the radius ρ of the compact space.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Over many years much attention has been paid to the
Virasoro algebra and super Virasoro algebra which play
an important role in conformal field theory and string
theory (see, e.g., [1], [2]). The super Virasoro algebra
is an infinite Lie superalgebra with even generators Bn
and Hn (quadratic in bosonic and fermionic oscillators
respectively), and supplemented by odd generators Gr
(linear in bosonic in bosonic and fermionic oscillators).
The index n is integer, r ∈ Z + 1/2 for Neveu-Schwarz
sector, or r ∈ Z in Ramond sector (Sugawara construc-
tion).
The deformations of the super Virasoro algebra are
related to deformations of this Sugawara construction:
All even generators Bkn, H
k
n and odd the ones G
k
r are
quadratic expressions in deformed bosonic and fermionic
oscillators. The second index k guarantees that {Bkn}
closes to the double indexed deformed Virasoro al-
gebra [3]. The supersymmetric extension formed by
{Bkn, Hkn, Gkr} was found in [4] (the smallest set of k for
which these algebras close, is k = 1, 3, . . . ). When the
deformation is removed the k dependence becomes triv-
ial.
Such deformations have been intensively studied in [5]-
[9], mainly in connection with a formal deformations in
the conformal and/or string field theories. In [7]-[9] it
was shown that the second index k is closely related to
the point-splitting of Virasoro currents and to the defor-
mation of the conformal symmetry.
Our construction in [3] represents a particular realiza-
tion of the bosonization of Zamolodchikov-Faddeev alge-
bras, which proved to be a natural framework for the de-
formed Virasoro algebras [10] (for an overview see [11]).
However, until now meaning of the deformation, i.e. the
physical interpretation of the deformation parameter τ
has not been clear. In this paper we connect the param-
eter τ of the deformed super Virasoro algebra with the
discreteness of time in QFT.
In Sec. II, we describe first the free scalar field on a
circle subject to a standard continuous time evolution,
in which framework the Virasoro algebra appears nat-
urally. Then we show how the bosonic realization of
the deformed Virasoro, proposed in [3], emerges within
discrete-time dynamics formulated in [12].
In Sec. III, we describe first the free fermionic field
on a circle within discrete-time approach modifying the
approach propsed in [12]. We recover the fermionic re-
alization of the deformed Virasoro algebra. Finally, the
bosonic and fermionic realizations are extended to the
deformed super Virasoro algebra.
II. SCALAR FIELD ON A CIRCLE
Real time model. The field action for a free massless
real scalar field on the circle S1 with radius ρ is defined
by
S[Φ] =
1
4piρ
∫
R×S1
dtdϕ[(ρ∂tΦ)
2 − (∂ϕΦ)2] . (1)
We can expand the field Φ(t, ϕ) = Φ∗(t, ϕ) into the
Fourier modes
Φ(t, ϕ) =
∑
k>0
[ck(t)e
ikϕ+e−ikϕc∗k(t)] , k− integer . (2)
Inserting (2) into the action, we obtain
S[Φ] =
∫
R
dt
ρ
∑
k>0
[ρ2c˙∗k(t)c˙k(t)− k2c∗k(t)ck(t)] . (3)
2The canonically conjugate momentum to the modes ck(t)
and c∗k(t) are pik(t) = ρc˙
∗
k(t) and pi
∗
k(t) = ρc˙k(t), respec-
tively. Solving the corresponding equations of motion we
obtain the solution
Φ(t, ϕ) =
i√
2
∑
k 6=0
1
k
(ake
−ik(t−ρϕ)/ρ + bke−ik(t+ρϕ)/ρ) .
(4)
Here we have used the notation a−k = a∗k and b−k = b
∗
k.
The terms with expansion coefficients ak are interpreted
as the right-movers on a closed bosonic string, whereas
those solutions with bk as the left-movers. They are in-
dependent, and we can treat them separately.
The equal-time canonical commutation relations
[ck(t), pik′ (t)] = iδkk′ = [c
∗
k(t), pi
∗
k′ (t)] , k, k
′ > 0 , (5)
(with all other elementary commutators vanishing) are
satisfied if the coefficients ak and bk are replaced by two
independent infinite set of bosonic oscillators satisfying
the commutation relations:
[ak, ak′ ] = [bk, bk′ ] = kδk+k′,0 ,
[ak, bk′ ] = 0 , k, k
′ 6= 0 . (6)
Next we collect essential steps of the discrete-time
approach proposed in [12]. In this approach the tra-
jectory q(t) is replaced by a finite set of variables qn,
n = 0, 1, . . . , N , interpreted as positions at the given
discrete-times tn : qn = q(ti + nτ), τ = (tf − ti)/N .
The action integral is replaced by the finite sum
Sτ [q] =
N−1∑
n=0
S(qn, qn+1) . (7)
The function Sn ≡ S(qn, qn+1), called the system func-
tion, specifies the dynamics of the system in question.
The equations of of motion have the form, [12]:
∂qnSτ [q] = ∂qn [Sn−1+Sn] = 0 , n = 1, . . . , N−1 . (8)
A natural choice for Sn can be the time-slice Hamilton
principal function Sn = Sc(qn, qn+1), i.e. the value of
the action integral calculated for the classical path q(t)
starting at the given point qn = q(tn) and terminating at
qn+1 = q(tn+1).
For systems quadratic in positions and momenta, like
harmonic oscillator, the problem of quantization is re-
duced to the standard one. Namely, the discrete-time dy-
namical variables qn and pn should be replaced by opera-
tors satisfying the canonical ”equal-time” commutations
relations: [qn, pn] = i. For such systems the momentum
pn conjugated to qn can be defined as the product of
particle mass µ and the ”discrete-time velocity”:
pn =
µ
2τ
(qn+1 − qn−1) , (9)
see e.g. [12]-[14]. The canonical commutation relation
then reads:
[qn,
µ
2τ
(qn+1 − qn−1)] = i . (10)
Let us now consider the harmonic oscillator described
by the Lagrangian
L(q, q˙) =
1
2
µ2q˙2 − 1
2
µ2ω2q2 . (11)
The corresponding Hamilton principal function in vari-
ables qn = q(nτ) is:
Sc(qn, qn+1) =
µω
2 sinωτ
[(q2n+1 + q
2
n) cosωτ − 2qn+1qn] .
(12)
The solutions of equations of motion are
qn =
i
ω
√
ωτ
2 sinωτ
(e−inωτa− einωτa∗) . (13)
The quantization can be now performed directly. Re-
placing a and a∗ by annihilation and creation operators
satisfying
[a, a∗] =
sinωτ
µτ
, (14)
the canonical commutation relation (10) follows directly.
Let us now apply this results to the free scalar field on
a circle with radius ρ. Putting ck(t) = (1/
√
2)[cRk (t) +
icIk(t)], the formula (3) represents an action for two infi-
nite sets of harmonic oscillators cRk = Reck and c
I
k = Imck
with frequencies ω = k/ρ, k - positive integer. The cor-
responding time-slice principal Hamilton function is
Sc(c
k
n, c
k
n+1) =
∑
k>0
k
2 sinkλ
[(cknc
k∗
n + c
k
n+1c
k∗
n+1) cos kλ
−ck∗n ckn+1 − ck∗n+1ckn] . (15)
Here λ = τ/ρ is the natural dimensionless parameter
induced by the discreteness of the time.
The quantum discrete-time version is obtained
straightforwardly, by repeating for any oscillator the
steps which led from the Lagrangian (11) to the solutions
(13) given in terms of annihilation and creation operators
satisfying (14). Performing this procedure, we obtain the
discrete-time fields on a circle
Φn(ϕ) =
i√
2
∑
k 6=0
λ
sinkλ
(ake
−ik(nλ−ϕ) + bke−ik(nλ+ϕ)) ,
(16)
with annihilation and creation operators satisfying the
deformed commutation relations
[ak, ak′ ] = [bk, bk′ ] =
sin kλ
λ
δk+k′,0 ,
3[ak, bk′ ] = 0 , k, k
′ 6= 0 . (17)
Here, a−k = a∗k, b−k = b
∗
k. The operators ak, k > 0,
can be interpreted as annihilation operator, provided
sin(kλ) > 0. This is guaranteed if the admissible values
of k are restricted to 0 < k < piλ .
Euclidean time model. In order to analyze the Eu-
clidean case, we have to substitute the time t by −it; as
a result the the Euclidean action is defined by
S[Φ] =
1
4piρ
∫
R×S1
dtdϕ[(ρ∂tΦ)
2 + (∂ϕΦ)
2] , (18)
with the field
Φ(t, ϕ) =
∑
k>0
[ck(t)e
ikϕ + e−ikϕc∗k(−t)] , (19)
satisfying the Euclidean reality condition, Φ†(t, ϕ) ≡
Φ∗(−t, ϕ) = Φ(t, ϕ). The solution corresponding Euler-
Lagrange equations in terms of the variables z =
e(t+iρϕ)/ρ and z¯ = e(t−iρϕ)/ρ, reads
Φ(z, z¯) =
i√
2
∑
k 6=0
1
k
(akz
−k + bkz¯−k) ≡ Φ(z) + Φ˜(z¯) .
(20)
The canonical equal-time commutation relations are sat-
isfied provided that ak and bk, k 6= 0, satisfy commuta-
tion relations (6).
The Euclidean discrete-time version is obtained by an-
alytic continuation, [12]: the discrete-time step τ is re-
placed by −iτ . Performing this, the Euclidean Hamilton
principal function is:
Sc(c
k
n, c
k
n+1) =
∑
k>0
k
2 sinhkλ
[(cknc
k∗
n + c
k
n+1c
k∗
n+1) coshkλ
− ckn+1ck∗n − ck∗n+1ck∗n ] . (21)
The solution of equations of motion for the field
Φn(ϕ) ≡ Φ(z, z¯) possesses in the variables z = enλ+iϕ
and z¯ = enλ−iϕ the mode expansion
Φ(z, z¯) =
i√
2
∑
k 6=0
1
[k]−
(akz
−k + bkz¯−k) ≡ Φ(z)+Φ˜(z¯) ,
(22)
where [k]− = (1/λ) sinh k. The Euclidean reality con-
dition Φ†n(ϕ) ≡ Φ∗−n(ϕ) = Φn(ϕ) is satisfied provided
a−k = a∗k and b−k = b
∗
k. The canonical commutation
relations among fields Φ(z, z¯) and field momenta
Π(z, z¯) =
1√
2
∑
k 6=0
(akz
−k + bkz¯−k) . (23)
induce the following commutation relations for the oscil-
lator pairs:
[ak, bk′ ] = 0 , [ak, ak′ ] = [bk, bk′ ] = [k]−δk+k′,0 . (24)
Since [k]− 6= 0 for any k > 0, there is no restriction
on allowed range of k. This is different from the real
discrete-time case.
The deformed Virasoro algebra generators can be ex-
pressed as contour integrals (over circle in the complex
with a given radius r = elλ, l-positive integer):
Bkn =
∮
dz
2pii
zn : Π(ekλ/2z)Π(e−kλ/2z) :
=
1
2
∑
j
[k(
n
2
− j)]+ : ajan−j : , (25)
where Π(z) = 1√
2
∑
akz
−k is the holomorphic part of
the field momentum Π(z, z¯). The anti-holomorphic part
Π˜(z¯) = 1√
2
∑
bkz¯
−k gives rise to another set of Virasoro
generators expressed in terms of bk.
III. SUPERSYMMETRIC EXTENSION
Fermionic oscillator. Let us consider the continuous
time fermionic Lagrangian
L =
i
2
ξ∗ξ˙ − i
2
ξ˙∗ξ − ωξ∗ξ , (26)
depending on complex Grassmann variables ξ and ξ∗ and
a parameter ω either positive or negative. Since L is
linear in velocities, we can specify only two of the four
values ξi, ξ
∗
i and ξf , ξ
∗
f at initial and final times.
The field action which for fixed ξ∗f and ξi leads to equa-
tions of motion, is
S[ξ∗, ξ] =
∫
dt [
i
2
ξ∗ξ˙− i
2
ξ˙∗ξ−ωξ∗ξ] + i
2
ξ∗f ξf +
i
2
ξ∗i ξi .
(27)
Inserting here the solutions ξ = e−iω(t−ti)ξi, ξ∗ =
e−iω(tf−t)ξ∗f of equations of motion, we obtain the prin-
cipal Hamilton function Sc(ξ
∗
f , ξi) = ie
−iω(tf−ti)ξ∗fξi. Al-
ternatively, for fixed ξ∗i and ξf the proper field action
S[ξ∗, ξ] =
∫
dt [
i
2
ξ∗ξ˙− i
2
ξ˙∗ξ−ωξ∗ξ] − i
2
ξ∗f ξf −
i
2
ξ∗i ξi .
(28)
leads to the principal Hamilton function Sc(ξ
∗
i , ξf ) =
ieiω(tf−ti)ξf ξ∗i .
The Lagrangian (26) is singular and gives rise to first
class constraints η(t) + i2ξ
∗(t) = 0 and η∗(t)− i2ξ(t) = 0
among fermionic coordinates ξ = ξ(t), ξ∗ = ξ∗(t) and
corresponding momenta η = η(t), η∗ = η∗(t). They lead
to Dirac brackets
{ξ(t), ξ(t)}D = {ξ∗(t), ξ∗(t)}D = 0 , {ξ(t), ξ∗(t)}D = 1 ,
which after quantization are replaced by anticommuta-
tion relations
[ξ(t), ξ(t)] = [ξ∗(t), ξ∗(t)] = 0 , [ξ(t), ξ∗(t)] = 1 .
(29)
4In the discrete-time case as dynamical variables we
take ξn ≡ ξ(nτ) for n-odd, and ξ∗n′ ≡ ξ∗(n′τ) for n′-
even (or equivalently, with the role of n even and odd
interchanged). For the time-slice system function we can
take either Sc(ξ
∗
n+1, ξn)+Sc(ξ
∗
n−1, ξn) or Sc(ξ
∗
n′ , ξn′−1)+
Sc(ξ
∗
n′ , ξn′+1). Both choices give the same expression
Sτ = i
∑
n
(ξ∗n+1ξne
−iωτ − ξ∗n−1ξneiωτ )
= i
∑
n′
(ξ∗n′ξn′−1e
−iωτ − ξ∗n′ξn′+1eiωτ ) . (30)
The corresponding equations of motion
ξn′+1e
iωτ = ξn′−1e−iωτ , ξ∗n+1e
−iωτ = ξ∗n−1e
iωτ ,
have the solution
ξn =
1
cosωτ
e−inωτ b , ξ∗n′ =
1
cosωτ
ein
′ωτ b∗ . (31)
In the discrete-time case we replace (29) by anticom-
mutators
[ξn, ξn] = [ξ
∗
n′ , ξ
∗
n′ ] = 0 ,
[ξn,
1
2
(ξ∗n+1+ξ
∗
n−1)] = 1 , or [ξ
∗
n′ ,
1
2
(ξn′+1+ξn′−1)] = 1 .
(32)
Here we have taken into account that ξn is affiliated with
n-odd, whereas ξ∗n′ with n
′-even, i.e. ξ∗n′ is a link vari-
able with respect to ξn, and vice versa. The second line in
(32) indicates both alternative choices (in the first (sec-
ond) anticommutator we replaced ξ∗n′ (ξn) by the nearest
neighbor average). Inserting here solutions (31) we find
that the anticommutation relations (32) are satisfied, for
both choices, provided that b and b∗ satisfy anticommu-
tation relations
[b, b] = [b∗, b∗] = 0 , [b, b∗] = cosωτ . (33)
The left-hand-side of the last anticommutator represents
a positive operator. Therefore, we require cosωτ > 0,
i.e. −pi/2 < ωτ < +pi/2. For ω > 0 we interpret b as an
annihilation operator and b∗ as a creation one, for ω < 0
their interpretation is reversed.
The Euclidean version is obtained by the replacement
τ → −iτ . Repeating all the steps leading to (33), we
obtain a fermionic oscillator pair satisfying the anticom-
mutation relations
[b, b] = [b∗, b∗] = 0 , [b, b∗] = coshωτ . (34)
In this case there is no restriction on admissible values
of ωτ .
Fermionic field on a circle. The real time free fermio-
nic field on a circle in Neveu-Schwarz sector satisfies an-
tiperiodic boundary conditions Ψ(t, ϕ + 2pi) = −Ψ(t, ϕ)
and Ψ∗(t, ϕ + 2pi) = −Ψ∗(t, ϕ). Such a field can be ex-
panded as
Ψ(t, ϕ) =
∑
r
ξr(t)e
irϕ , Ψ∗(t, ϕ) =
∑
r
ξ∗r (t)e
−irϕ .
(35)
Here r is half-integer, ξr = ξr(t) and ξ
∗
r = ξ
∗
r (t) are
anticommuting variables. Below, we consider only the
field action on a circle with radius ρ for left-movers:
S[Ψ∗,Ψ] =
1
2piρ
∫
R×S1
dtdϕ [
i
2
ρ(Ψ∗Ψ˙−Ψ˙∗Ψ)+iΨ∗∂ϕΦ]
± i
4pi
∫
S1
dϕ [Ψ∗fΨf +Ψ
∗
iΨi] . (36)
(the action for right-movers is obtained by replacement
+i∂ϕ → −i∂ϕ). This system contains first class con-
straints which lead to the Dirac brackets:
{Ψ(t, ϕ),Ψ(t, ϕ′)}D = {Ψ∗(t, ϕ),Ψ∗(t, ϕ′)}D = 0 ,
{Ψ(t, ϕ),Ψ∗(t, ϕ′)}D = 2piδ(ϕ− ϕ′) . (37)
The +/- signs in (36) refer to the cases with the following
fixed values of final and initial fields:
+ sign : Ψi(ϕ) =
∑
r
ξire
irϕ , Ψ∗f(ϕ) =
∑
r
ξ∗fre
−irϕ ,
(38)
− sign : Ψf(ϕ) =
∑
r
ξfre
irϕ , Ψ∗i (ϕ) =
∑
r
ξ∗ire
−irϕ .
(39)
Inserting the expansions (35) into (36), we obtain the
action
S[Ψ∗,Ψ] =
∫
dt
∑
r
[
i
2
ξ∗r (t)ξ˙r(t)−
i
2
ξ˙∗r (t)ξr(t)
− r
ρ
ξ∗r (t)ξr(t)] ±
i
2
∑
r
[ξ∗frξfr + ξ
∗
irξir] , (40)
describing the system of independent fermionic oscilla-
tors with frequencies ω = r/ρ.
For (38) the solution of equations of motion
ξr(t) = e
−ir(t−ti)/ρξir , ξ∗r = e
−ir(tf−t)/ρξ∗fr ,
gives the Hamilton principal function
Sc(Ψ
∗
f ,Ψi) = i
∑
r
e−ir(tf−ti)/ρξ∗frξir . (41)
Similarly, for (39) the solution
ξr(t) = e
ir(tf−t)/ρξfr , ξ∗r = e
ir(t−ti)/ρξ∗ir ,
5induces the Hamilton principal function
Sc(Ψ
∗
i ,Ψf ) = i
∑
r
eir(tf−ti)/ρξfrξ∗ir . (42)
In the discrete-time approach, the field modes are de-
scribed by fermionic variables ξrn ≡ ξr(nτ) for n-odd, and
ξr∗n′ ≡ ξr∗(n′τ) for n′-even. Motivated by (41) and (42)
we take the time-slice system function in the form
Sτ =
∑
r
∑
n
(ξr∗n+1ξ
r
ne
−irλ − ξr∗n−1ξrneirλ)
=
∑
r
∑
n′
(ξr∗n′ ξ
r
n′−1e
−irλ − ξr∗n′ ξrn′+1eirλ) . (43)
After quantization the discrete time analogs of Dirac
brackets (37) are replaced by the anticommutation rela-
tions
[Ψn(ϕ),Ψn(ϕ
′)] = [Ψ∗n′(ϕ),Ψ
∗
n′(ϕ
′)] = 0 ,
[Ψn(ϕ),
1
2
(Ψ∗n+1(ϕ
′)+Ψ∗n−1(ϕ
′))] = 2piδ(ϕ−ϕ′) . (44)
Here, we have taken into account the fact that Ψn(ϕ)
is affiliated with n-odd, and Ψ∗n′(ϕ) with n
′-even, and
again we have replaced Ψ∗n′(ϕ) by the nearest neighbor
average.
Expanding the fields Ψn(ϕ) and Ψ
∗
n′(ϕ) into solutions
of equations of motion
ξrn =
1
cos rλ
e−inrλbr , ξr∗n′ =
1
cos rλ
ein
′rλb∗r , r > 0 ,
ξrn =
1
cos rλ
e−inrλb˜∗−r , ξ
r∗
n′ =
1
cos rλ
ein
′rλb˜−r , r < 0 ,
(45)
it can be easily seen that the anticommutation relations
(44) are satisfied provided br, b
∗
r , b˜r and b˜
∗
r satisfy the
anticommutation relations
[br, b˜r′ ] = 0 , [br, br′ ] = [b˜r, b˜r′ ] = cos(λτ) δr+r′,0 .
(46)
Here we put b−r = b∗r and b˜−r = b˜
∗
r . For a given λ
the admissible values of r are specified by the inequality
− pi2λ < r < + pi2λ .
In the Euclidean discrete-time case the anticommuta-
tion relations (46) are replaced by
[br, b˜r′ ] = 0 , [br, br′ ] = [b˜r, b˜r′ ] = [r]+ δr+r′,0 , (47)
where [r]+ = cosh rλ (there is no restriction on admissi-
ble values of r). Thus, we obtain two independent sets
of fermionic oscillators both satisfying exactly the anti-
commutation relations required for the deformation in
question [4]. Any of them can be used for a fermionic
realization of deformed Virasoro algebra and its super-
symmetric extension.
The deformed Virasoro algebra generators are usually
expressed in terms of an auxiliary Euclidean real field
ψ(z) depending, for right-movers, on the variable z =
enλ+iϕ. This field can be determined as follows. We
restrict ourselves to modes with r > 0. The Euclidean
field solutions then possess the expansions (into functions
(45) with λ replaced −iλ):
Ψn(ϕ) =
∑
r>0
1
cos rλ
e−inrλ+irϕbr , n − odd ,
Ψ∗n′(ϕ) =
∑
r>0
1
cos rλ
ein
′rλ−irϕb∗r , n
′ − even . (48)
In order to construct ψ(z) we take the proper discrete-
time nearest neighbor combinations:
1
2
(Ψn(ϕ+ λ) + Ψn(ϕ− λ)) + 1
2
(Ψ∗n+1(ϕ) + Ψ
∗
n−1(ϕ))
=
∑
r>0
e(nrλ−rϕ)br +
∑
r>0
ei(nrλ−rϕ)b∗r , n− odd , (49)
1
2
(Ψ∗n′(ϕ+λ) +Ψ
∗
n′(ϕ−λ)) +
1
2
(Ψn′+1(ϕ) +Ψn′−1(ϕ))
=
∑
r>0
ei(n
′rλ−rϕ)b∗r +
∑
r>0
e−i(n
′rλ−rϕ)/br , n′ − even .
(50)
Equations (49) and (50) define the real Euclidean field
ψ(z) =
∑
r
brz
−r , z = enλ+iϕ , n− integer . (51)
Repeating the same procedure for modes with r < 0, we
obtain an other auxiliary field ψ˜(z¯) in terms of b˜r.
The deformed Virasoro algebra generators in the fer-
mionic realization are given in terms of ψ(z) as follows:
Hkn =
∮
dz
2pii
zn
1
2λ
: ψ(ekλ/2z)ψ(e−kλ/2z) :
=
1
2
∑
r
[k(
n
2
− r)]− : brbn−r : . (52)
They satisfy, up to central term, the same commutation
relations as Bkn given in terms of Π(z) in (25). Both
Bkn and H
k
n span the even part of the deformed super
Virasoro algebra, whereas the odd generators are given
in terms of ψ(z) and Π(z):
Gkr =
∮
dz
2pii
zrψ(ekλ/2z)Π(e−kλ/2z)
6=
∑
j
e−k(
r
2
−j)λajbr−j . (53)
The graded commutator relations generated by
{Bkn, Hkn, Gkn} can be found, e.g. in [9] (our defini-
tion of [k]− differs from that given there by factor
κ =
√
(1/λ) sinhλ, [k]+ is the same; consequently,
the bosonic oscillators ak used above are multiplied
by constant κ with respect to those used in [9], the
fermionic oscillators br are unchanged).
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The deformed Virasoro algebra [3] and its supersym-
metric extension [4] were suggested earlier on purely for-
mal mathematical grounds. The field theoretical origin
of the deformed (super) Virasoro algebras, formulated
above in the framework of the Euclidean discrete-time
QFT, can serve for a better (physical) motivation and
understanding of its role in all related constructions (q-
strings, q-vertex operators and Zamolodchikov-Faddeev
algebras).
In this context it would be of great interest to extend
our model to the deformed Kac-Moody algebras, see e.g.
[15] and refs therein. It is plausible that this can be
achieved along the same lines as in the Virasoro algebra
case: (i) The Kac-Moody algebras can be defined as free
field current algebras on a circle; (ii) Their deformations
are realized in terms of various sets of deformed bosonic
and/or fermionic oscillators. As other possible applica-
tion could serve discrete-time integrable models, see [16].
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